
1st ICIP, Austin - November 94 1DETECTION OF MULTIPLE MOVING OBJECTS USING MULTISCALE MRFWITH CAMERA MOTION COMPENSATIONJ.M. Odobez and P. BouthemyIRISA/INRIA, Campus universitaire de Beaulieu35042 Rennes Cedex, Francee-mail : odobez@irisa.fr bouthemy@irisa.frABSTRACTIn this paper, we address the problem of detecting mov-ing objects from a moving camera. The apparent ow�eld induced by the camera motion is modeled by a 2Dparametric motion model and compensated for usingthe values of the parameters estimated by a multires-olution robust method. Motion detection is achievedthrough a statistical regularization approach based onmultiscale Markov random �eld (MRF) models. Par-ticular attention has been paid to the de�nition of theenergy function involved and to the considered observa-tions. This method has been validated by experimentscarried out on di�erent real image sequences.1. INTRODUCTIONDetection and location of moving objects in an imagesequence is a basic task in numerous applications, anduseful as an initial step in many scene analysis schemes.It is therefore one of the main topics addressed in mo-tion analysis. In the case of a static camera, di�erente�cient solutions for the detection of moving objectshave been developed ([1, 3, 6]). Although these meth-ods are sometimes robust to small camera motion per-turbations [6], they cannot be used when we are dealingwith a mobile camera. In that case, among others, twoclasses of solutions can be found : the �rst one uses (apriori or sometimes estimated) information on the 3Dcamera motion, in order to derive constraints on the2D apparent ow �eld of static objects in the image se-quence induced by the movement of the camera [7, 10];regions where these constraints are violated are thenidenti�ed as projections of moving objects. The sec-ond class of solutions [5, 11] is based on the assump-tion that the apparent motion of the static backgroundThis study was supported in part by the French Ministry ofResearch in the context of the GDR-PRC \Man-Machine Com-munications"( Vision research program, MRT contract 91S269),and by \R�egion Bretagne" ( Brittany Council) through a contri-bution to student grant.

(due to camera motion) can be modeled by a 2D para-metric motionmodel and is considered as the dominantmotion. Such a motion model is estimated from frameto frame, and then used to compute a compensated se-quence in which the background then appears as static ;thus, non-static regions in this sequence can be consid-ered as moving objects (or as objects located at a signif-icantly di�erent depth compared to the background).Projections of moving objects are then obtained by sim-ply thresholding some local error or statistical functionat each pixel [11], which usually leads to noisy detec-tion maps for most real sequences. In [5], the average ofa few successive images registered (or compensated) bythe computed dominant motion is used as a referencemap. However, this \integration step" assumes thatthe regions, whose motion correspond to the computeddominant motion, are perfectly registered over the in-tegration duration. If not, this temporal integrationblurs the reference map, and the next motion estima-tions, which use the reference map as �rst image, canbe greatly a�ected.In this paper, we propose a motion detection algo-rithm belonging to the second class which can toleratenoisy data and imprecise registration (since the mo-tion model is only an approximation to the dominantmotion). This algorithm uses interframe observationsrather than observations related to a reference frame,and relies on a statistical regularization approach basedon MRF models.2. MOTION ESTIMATIONThe dominant motion is computed using a gradient-based robust estimationmethod that we have describedin [8]. Any 2D polynomialmotionmodel can be consid-ered. This method takes advantage of a multiresolutionframework and an incremental scheme based on theGauss-Newton method. It minimizes an M-estimatorcriterion with a hard-redescending function to ensurethe goal of robustness. We have chosen the a�ne mo-



1st ICIP, Austin - November 94 2tion model ~w�t de�ned by:~w�t(r) = � a1 + a2x+ a3ya4 + a5x+ a6y � , r = (x; y) , (1)and we estimate the parameter vector � = (ai); i =1::6 between frame It and It+1 as follows :c�t = argmin�t Xr2R(t) � (DFD�t (r))with DFD�t(r) = It+1(r + ~w�t(r)) � It(r) , (2)and �(x) is a function which is bounded for high valuesof x (more precisely, we use Tukey's biweight function).This estimator allows us to get an accurate estimationof the dominantmotion (i.e., background apparent mo-tion) between two images, which is of key interest forthe subsequent steps.3. MOTION DETECTION ALGORITHM3.1. Detection problemLet S denote the set of sites s (pixels) and C the setof cliques of two elements associated to a second-orderneighbourhood system �. The issue of motion detectionwill consist in searching the binary label �eld (called de-tection map) d = fds; s 2 Sg which is the most likelyto have produced the �eld of observations at time t,ot = fots; s 2 Sg. We would like to detect the set of re-gions whose motion does not conform to the estimateddominantmotion. As explained in the introduction andas we will see in the experiments, this set may includemore elements than the projections of the moving ob-jects. However, for convenience, the labels will still benamed \static" and \mobile" instead of \conforming"and \non-conforming". To solve this problem, we usethe Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) criterion, i.e., wewant to maximize the a-posteriori distribution of thelabels given the observations. If we use MRF to modelthe sets of observed and hidden variables, and due tothe equivalence between MRF and Gibbs distribution(p(x) = 1Z e�U(x)), [4], this is equivalent to the mini-mization of an energy function U (d; o), which is nowdescribed.3.2. Energy functionWe decompose U (d; o) into three terms :U (d; o) = U1(d) + U2(d; ~d) + U3(d; o); (3)with ~d = regtt�1(dt�1) (4)where dt�1 is the detection map at time t � 1 andreg ji (X) consists in transforming the map X at time i

into a map at time j using the motion model estimatedbetween i and j.� U1 is the regularization term which accounts for theexpected spatial properties (homogeneity) of the label�eld: U1(d) = Xfs;ug2CAr(ds; du) with (5)Ar(ds; du) = 8<: ��m if du = ds = \mobile"0 if du = ds = \static"�di� if du 6= ds (6)�di� is the cost to pay to get neighbours with di�erentlabels, and �m (0 < �m � �di�) is a potential valuewhich facilitates the selection of the \mobile" label.� Energy U2 plays a \conservative" role and takes intoaccount the detection map at the preceding instant :U2(d; ~d) =Xs2SAp(ds; ~ds) with (7)Ap(ds; ~ds) = � 0 if ~ds = ds+~�di� if ~ds 6= ds (8)� U3(d; o) is the energy term expressing the adequacybetween observations and labels. The observation weuse is a weighted average of the expression jDFDb�t (r)jkrIt(r)k ,that is:ots = Pr2�(s)[fsg jDFDb�t(r)j � krIt(r)kMax(m;Pr2�(s)[fsg krIt(r)k2) (9)wherem is a predetermined positive constant. It can beshown that if a site s is supposed to undergo a trans-lation of magnitude �, then we have the inequality :ots � ls = � � f(s), where f(s) depends only on thelocal image gradient distribution. A large value of otsmeans that the site is likely to have moved. Due tothe well-known \aperture problem", if a straight edgeis sliding along itself, observations will be nearly zerothough there is motion. However, the bound ls is equalto zero in that case. Hence, a low observation valuewill really indicate a static site only if it is lower thanthe bound ls. Therefore, if we want to detect movingobjects with a velocity magnitude greater than �, thefollowing energy term U3 is appropriate:U3(d; o) =Xs2S�sAa(ds; os) with �s= ��(krIt(s)k)Aa(ds; os) =��tan�1 (k1(ots � �)) if ds = \mobile";+tan�1 (k2(ots � ls)) if ds = \static";(10)where � is a constant, and �() transforms the gradi-ent norm into a multiplicative weight between 0 and1. Since a site with low image gradient usually carriespoor and unreliable information about the presence ofmotion, the role of �() is to lower the gap at such a



1st ICIP, Austin - November 94 3site between the value of energy term U3 if that siteis labeled as \mobile" and the value if it is labeled as\static". Thus, �() is de�ned as:�(x) = 11 + exp�(x�G) (11)where G is a parameter which is set according to thenoise level in the image. In the design of the poten-tial Aa(), we have chosen the inverse tangent functionfor three reasons : �rst, it is easy to locate the tran-sition separating relevant from irrelevant informationgiven a label (around � and ls respectively); second,the shape of this transition is easy to control (throughparameters k1 and k2) and independent of the tran-sition location; third, energy functions are bounded,and thus behave similarly to a \robust estimator", byavoiding erroneous information to locally impose thewrong label even if all the neighbors disagree. Fig. 1illustrates the form of potentials Aa() and highlightsthe role of the bound ls. In this plot, we can recognizethe energy curve associated with the \mobile" label,because it exhibits a low energy for high observations,and conversely. The two other curves are associatedwith the \static" label, but with di�erent value of thebound ls: the maximal value lmax (equal to �2 ), and thelowest lmin(equal to 0). As expected, these curves donot show much di�erence for high observation values.However, for small observation values, the inuence ofthe bound is obvious and corresponds to the qualita-tive analysis we have reported earlier: for a given ob-servation (of low value), the gap between the energiesassociated with the \mobile" label and the \static" oneis smaller for a site with a low bound (i.e. a site locatedon an edge or a site lying in a uniform region) than fora pixel with a high bound, (i.e. a corner). Therefore,for the same small observation value, it will be easierto force a site to be labeled as \mobile" if it has a lowbound.The energy term U3 can be further improved by con-sidering K past observations at a site s. Denoting~ot�q = regtt�q(ot�q) and assuming that the temporalinformation are independent, we can derive the expres-sion of the energy U3 that we actually use :U3(d; o) = KXq=0 qPKq=0 q  Xs2S �sAa(ds; ~ot�q(s))! (12)where q = q , and  2 [0; 1] is a damping factor.If  = 0, only the current observation is taken into ac-count ; if  = 1, the K past observations are consideredequivalently. Because here we consider misregistrationof observations between two successive images of thesequence (and not between an average image and animage of the sequence as in [5]), the only assumption
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3Fig 1: energy U3 in function of the observation os, andaccording to the label and the bound ls.we make is that our motion model is valid between twoframes.3.3. Computational issuesThe global minimization of the energy function is per-formed using a multiscale approach, [9]. More precisely,it consists in starting the minimisation process at thelowest scale L, where the solution is constrained to beconstant within blocks of size 2L � 2L. At this scale,the initial detection map is obtained by maximizing theconditionnal likelihood, i.e. by locally minimizing theenergy term U3. Then, the Highest Con�dence First [2]minimisation procedure is used to compute the solutionat that scale. Finally, minimisation is performed fromscale to scale, using the projection onto scale l � 1 ofthe detection map obtained at scale l as an initial solu-tion, until the �nest scale is reached. In [9], it is shownthat the multiscale approach gives results very similarto the stochastic relaxation, but is much faster. Indeed,our algorithm has a low computational cost (about 3seconds on a SPARC 10 for a 256 � 256 image), whichcould be further reduced using the inherent parallelismof the MRF model, or if pixel-level precision is not re-quired.Parameter setting is not a crucial matter. Parametervalues are chosen according to \the noise level" in theimage sequence (for the value of m and G), the min-imal motion magnitude to be detected (for the valueof �), the minimum size of the moving objects (for thevalue of �di� and �m), the temporal change rate of theimage content (for the value of  and ~�di�). Thoserelated to the form of energy functions Aa() are un-changed. Let us note that � is the main parameter;however, it is not di�cult to set it for a given applica-



1st ICIP, Austin - November 94 4tion since it indicates the boundary between residualmotion (after compensation) that will be considered asnot signi�cant, and the motion of independent movingobjects. 4. RESULTSFigures 2a-b-c present three images of a real sequence.Here, the camera is mounted on the left side of a carapproaching a roundabout; the dominant motion inthe image sequence is due to its movement. It is con-veyed by the background motion (mainly houses areas).Hence, regions corresponding to moving objects in thescene (here, the car) and to - even static - entities in thenear foreground, due to signi�cant di�erence in depth,(here, the marks on the road and the sign) are expectedto be detected as \mobile" (i.e., regions not conformingwith the dominant motion). These two classes of ob-jects can be further discriminated, but this is beyondthe scope of this paper. Figures 3a-b-c contain thecorresponding detection label �elds bd (\static" regionsare in black, and the original intensity information hasbeen kept inside the regions labeled as \mobile"). Letus note that \mobile" regions are quite correctly seg-mented, and that there is no spurious detection withinthe \static" parts. On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows thatsimply thresholding the observations gives a very noisydetection map (false alarm, and incomplete masks ofmoving regions). Fig. 5 and 6 report the detection mapobtained at time t62 using only observations betweentwo frames (K = 1) and without considering the energyterm U2. Besides, Fig. 5 results from the multiscaleminimisation procedure, while Fig. 6 is obtained us-ing a single scale scheme; the multiscale algorithm per-forms better. It can also be noted that although thedetection between two frames gives good results, theuse of past observations helps in recovering the com-plete mask of the car and of the sign (compare Fig. 3band Fig. 5).Fig. 7a-b-c show detected moving regions (with a whiteenvelope) obtained in the \plane" sequence. In this se-quence, the camera is moving to keep three approach-ing planes in its �eld of view. The relative motionsof these planes with respect to the background rangefrom 0:4 to 0:8 pixels per frame (on an average). How-ever, as the projections of the planes principally slidealong themselves in the image, they produce little inter-frame intensity di�erence, making them quite di�cultto detect. At the very beginning of the sequence, thealgorithm gives spurious detections (Fig. 7a), but thetemporal integration of the observations improves theresults very rapidly (Fig. 7b-c). Fig. 8a displays a de-tailed view of the plane in the middle of Fig. 7c, andFig 8b shows the obtained result.
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2a 2b 2c
3a 3b 3c
4 5 6Fig. 2a, 2b and 2c : three images of the \roundabout" sequence at time t57, t62 and t67.Fig. 3a, 3b and 3c : results with parameter values (� = 66): � = 1:0, �di� = 40, �m = 4, ~�di� = 27, G = 0:5,m = 900, = 0:4.Fig. 4 : observation �eld o62 thresholded with � = 1:0. Fig. 5 : results at time t62 using only two frames (~�di� = 0 and = 0:0; otherwise same parameters as in Fig. 3) and the multiscale minimization sheme (5 levels). Fig. 6 : same as inFig. 5, but with a single scale minimization scheme.

7a 7b 7c 8a8bFig. 7a-b-c: three images of the \plane" sequence (by courtesy of CEA-LETI, Grenoble) at time t1, t5 and t22 movingregions are shown with a white envelope. Parameters value are (� = 66): � = 0:3, �di� = 25, �m = 6, ~�di� = 27,G = 0:5, m = 144,  = 0:7.Fig. 8a,8b: detailed views of the plane in the middle of the image at time t22.


